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CECL JANUARY 2019 UPDATE:

WHILE CECL COST-BENEFIT DEBATE CONTINUES,
BDO RECOMMENDS CLIENTS MOVE FORWARD
WITH IMPLEMENTATION
U.S. House Committee on Financial Services
The new credit loss standard (CECL) received
airtime from many constituents over the last
month—from the U.S. House Committee on
Financial Services to Staff from both the SEC and
FASB—related to application and documentation
matters. CECL is effective for calendar year-end
issuers on January 1, 2020.

Based on a December 11, 2018 congressional hearing, it appears
that the new credit loss accounting standard is not a “done deal.”
In that hearing, the U.S. House Committee on Financial Services
spent nearly two hours debating the benefits and costs of CECL
with industry experts. The general consensus was twofold:
1.	FASB needs to conduct a thorough industry-wide cost-benefit
analysis on the impact of CECL to the financial services industry
before the required effective date.
2.	Regulatory capital relief is a must to avoid penalizing an
institution’s regulatory capital ratios upon adoption.
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While FASB seems reluctant to reopen debate on a delay of CECL’s effective date, it’s clear that they are coming under considerable
bi-partisan pressure to do so. Despite this current uncertainty, both public and private institutions should be preparing for CECL
implementation in earnest. As the CECL implementation date of January 1, 2020 nears for public company filers, much progress has been
made by the largest banks to prepare their systems and processes. However, many smaller institutions are just getting started, including
public regional banks less than a year away from required compliance. This chart* shows the current progress of the industry in regard to
CECL preparation by category:

Catetory1

Total Assets

Large International Banks

>$250b

Large Domestic Banks

>$50b

Regional Banks
Smaller Institutions

Mobilize

Design

Build

Test & Deploy

Parallel Run

$10-50b
<$10b
Majority of banks
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Initial Stages

While this snapshot provides higher-level trends, individual outliers exist that are ahead of the pack.

*Source: 2018 AICPA National Conference on Banks and Savings Institutions

SEC and FASB
The Staff at both the SEC and FASB continue to study and evolve
their understanding of CECL, issuing guidance for specific factors
related to CECL application. Recently, the SEC Staff shared
observations from two application-related consultations. In one,
the issuer concluded it would assess loans at the individual loan
level for determining when they should be charged off because
the loans retain their individual characteristics, even though
CECL requires pooling loans with similar risk characteristics
to determine the allowance. In another consultation, at issue
was whether portfolio-level information should be considered
in determining collectability, since CECL is silent on assessing
collectability. The issuer concluded it should consider all relevant
information, including individual loan information and historical
losses on similar loans, when deciding a loan is uncollectable. The
SEC Staff did not object to either conclusion.
The SEC Staff also shared their views regarding the application of
ASC 855, Subsequent Events, to the forward-looking estimates
required by CECL. Fact patterns were discussed wherein
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information may be received after the balance sheet date (but
before financial statement issuance) that could be significantly
different from management’s original expectations. The
conclusions reached varied:
u	Loan-specific information about conditions that exist at the

balance sheet date would be recognized.
u	Information that is not loan-specific (e.g., the U.S.

government’s announcement of unemployment rates) received
after the completion of the estimation process would not
be recognized, unless the information results in an identified
deficiency in the institution’s CECL calculations, thus requiring
the information to be included.
u	Information relating to forecasting assumptions received before

the completion of the estimate process could be included if
management chooses to do so, unless the information results
in an identified deficiency in the institution’s CECL calculations,
thus requiring the information to be included.
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Since our CECL implementation guide was issued, the FASB also made a change to its implementation timeline for private institutions—
the deadline for adopting CECL has moved to fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2021 (versus 2020 as originally written). The current
timeline for CECL adoption is shown below:

TIMELINE FOR CECL ADOPTION BY ALL INSTITUTIONS
Early Application

Public Business Entities

Public Business Entities (non-SEC filers)

(SEC filers)

Non-Public Business Entities

16
DAYS

90
DAYS

16
DAYS

90
DAYS

16
DAYS

90
DAYS













12-15-18

3-31-19

GAAP Effective Date

Regulatory Report
Effective Date

1-1-20

12-15-20

Effective Date
(Based on Calendar Year)

3-31-21

GAAP Effective Date

3-31-22

Regulatory Report
Effective Date

12-15-21

Regulatory Report
Effective Date

GAAP Effective Date

1-1-19

Effective Date
(Based on Calendar Year)

12-15-19

GAAP Effective Date

3-31-20

Regulatory Report
Effective Date

Federal Reserve Board
The Federal Reserve has been busy designing and approving a
three-year transition period to allow institutions (both public and
private) the option to phase in the impact of CECL on regulatory
capital upon adoption. To this end, the federal bank regulatory
agencies approved a final rule modifying their regulatory capital
rules and providing an option to phase in the day-one regulatory
capital effects of CECL adoption over a period of three years. The
final rule will take effect April 1, 2019. Banking organizations that
choose to adopt CECL early may elect to adopt the new rule as of
the first quarter of 2019.

On the Horizon
Additional guidance on CECL is forthcoming. The SEC’s Office
of the Chief Accountant is in the process of updating Staff
Accounting Bulletin (SAB) 102, Selected Loan Loss Allowance
Methodology and Documentation Issues, to conform with the
concepts in CECL. The updated guidance is expected to be issued
in 2019.
On the FASB front, at its most recent accounting standards setting
update, Staff announced it expects to share an exposure draft in
early 2019 on a one-time election to apply the fair value option on
an instrument-by-instrument basis in lieu of adopting CECL. FASB
also plans to hold a public roundtable on CECL implementation
issues in January.

1-1-21

Effective Date
(Based on Calendar Year)

1-1-22

Effective Date
(Based on Calendar Year)

In the meantime, debate about CECL rages on, as industry
and lawmakers alike reiterate concerns about the long-term
economic impact.

MAKING PROGRESS AMID UNCERTAINTY
The American Bankers Association has called CECL, “the most
sweeping change to bank accounting ever.” Transitioning to CECL
has indeed proven to be complex and time consuming. Financial
institutions, in particular, face the heaviest implementation
burden. Not only does CECL impact your internal accounting
policies and procedures, it may have a material impact on your
financials and how you manage your capital. CECL’s expanded
data requirements, which include both internal and external
data points, may ultimately prove the biggest challenge for
organizations with less sophisticated data management programs.
Included below is our CECL Implementation Checklist for
preparing for implementation throughout 2019. While
private institutions have been granted an extension for CECL
implementation, it’s critical that they begin their planning and
assessment phases now. In general, the larger institutions are
finding that it takes between 12 to 18 months to fully prepare for
CECL compliance, so time is of the essence.
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ABOUT BDO’S CECL SOLUTION

CECL IMPLEMENTATION CHECKLIST:
I nstall program management and
communication activities
Assess resource and training requirements
Implement or update, and test loan loss models
	
and data quality
Execute modified loan loss reserve processes
 etermine the potential impact on earnings and
D
capital and put a strategy in place to respond to
and alleviate adverse impacts

BDO’s CECL team brings together senior professionals with deep
financial industry, accounting, IT and operational experience to
help your organization prepare for CECL.
We provide support across the CECL implementation lifecycle, and
can help your organization:
u 
Accelerate implementation and steady state compliance.
u 
Facilitate collaboration between stakeholders.
u 
Leverage existing processes and tools.
u 
Explore options and access to the right technology.

To discuss this article or your organization’s CECL readiness,
please contact:
STEPHEN V. MASTERSON
Managing Director – U.S. Practice Leader, Financial Institutions’
Advisory Services
Los Angeles and New York
310-203-1281 / smasterson@bdo.com
BRAD BIRD
Partner – National Assurance
Chicago
312-730-1294 / bbird@bdo.com

MATTHEW GOLDBERG
Managing Director – Valuations & Business Analytics
Denver and Seattle
206-403-2473 / mgoldberg@bdo.com
KIRSTIE TIERNAN
Managing Director – Data Analytics
Chicago
312-616-4638 / ktiernan@bdo.com

SUDIP CHATTERJEE
Managing Director – Valuations & Business Analytics
New York
212-404-5598 / schatterjee@bdo.com
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BDO’s Financial Institutions & Specialty Finance practice has extensive experience providing audit, tax and advisory services with a focus on the financial institutions industry,
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